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IntroductionIntroduction

Goal: Given an input image and an Goal: Given an input image and an 
associated caption, detect the associated caption, detect the face(sface(s) in ) in 
the image and label it with the correct the image and label it with the correct 
name(sname(s) detected in the caption) detected in the caption

Motivation: Build a rich, reasonably Motivation: Build a rich, reasonably 
accurate collection of labeled facesaccurate collection of labeled faces

GeneralGeneral ApproachApproach

Associate Names 
with Faces

Detect Names 
in Captions

Detect + Represent
Faces

DatasetDataset

0.5 million news pictures with captions0.5 million news pictures with captions
Various pose, illumination, expressionVarious pose, illumination, expression
Glasses, wigs, mustachesGlasses, wigs, mustaches
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NamesNames

Associate Names 
with Faces

Detect Names 
in Captions

Detect + Represent
Faces

NamesNames

Extract names found in the captionsExtract names found in the captions
Identify two or more Identify two or more capitalizedcapitalized words words 
followed by a followed by a present tense verbpresent tense verb
Associate every face in an image to every Associate every face in an image to every 
name extractedname extracted

FacesFaces

Associate Names 
with Faces

Detect Names 
in Captions

Detect + Represent
Faces

FacesFaces

““Face Detector” Face Detector” -- K. K. MikolajczykMikolajczyk
44,773 face images of size 86x8644,773 face images of size 86x86
Biased to frontal viewsBiased to frontal views

Rectification of Face ImagesRectification of Face Images
Reduce withinReduce within--class varianceclass variance
5 SVM 5 SVM 
Geometric blur applied to grayscale patches Geometric blur applied to grayscale patches 

Affine transformation: least squares solution Affine transformation: least squares solution 
Gradient DescentGradient Descent
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Full Plane Affine TransformationFull Plane Affine Transformation

Initial Feature LocationsInitial Feature Locations Canonical Feature LocationsCanonical Feature Locations

Images with poor rectification scores are Images with poor rectification scores are 
removed from the datasetremoved from the dataset
44,773 44,773 34,623 face images34,623 face images
Cropped to a region surrounding the eyes, Cropped to a region surrounding the eyes, 
nose and mouthnose and mouth
RGB pixel values RGB pixel values VectorVector

Face RepresentationFace Representation

Vectors in a space where same faces are Vectors in a space where same faces are 
close and different faces are far apartclose and different faces are far apart
Discard components that are similar for all Discard components that are similar for all 
facesfaces

Kernel PCAKernel PCA
Project data into space for discriminationProject data into space for discrimination

LDALDA

Kernel PCAKernel PCA

Compute a kernel matrix, K Compute a kernel matrix, K 
KKijij = value of kernel function comparing = value of kernel function comparing 
imageimageii and and imageimagejj

But But NxNNxN Kernel Matrix… ~2*10^9 image Kernel Matrix… ~2*10^9 image 
comparisonscomparisons

NystromNystrom ApproximationApproximation

Approximation to calculate the Approximation to calculate the 
eigenvectors of Keigenvectors of K

A: subset of images compared to themselves (1000 random images)A: subset of images compared to themselves (1000 random images)
B: comparison A to rest of images in datasetB: comparison A to rest of images in dataset
C: Approximated as C: Approximated as 

LDALDA

Form an initial Form an initial discriminantdiscriminant space space –– with with 
single face detected in image with single single face detected in image with single 
name in captionname in caption
Project all images into this space to Project all images into this space to 
discriminate different facesdiscriminate different faces
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Names and FacesNames and Faces

Associate Names 
with Faces

Detect Names 
in Captions

Detect + Represent
Faces

Faces and NamesFaces and Names

Each image now represented by vector Each image now represented by vector 
and set of extracted namesand set of extracted names
Modified KModified K--means clusteringmeans clustering

Modified KModified K--means Clusteringmeans Clustering

Randomly assign each
image to extracted name

For each name (cluster), 
calculate mean of 

image vectors

Reassign each image to 
closest mean of 
extracted names

Repeat until convergence

Prune clustersPrune clusters

Nearest neighbor modelNearest neighbor model
Remove clusters with fewer than three Remove clusters with fewer than three 
imagesimages
Remove points with low likelihood to get Remove points with low likelihood to get 
low error rateslow error rates
Likelihood Likelihood 
= = P(faceP(face is from assigned cluster) is from assigned cluster) 

P(faceP(face is not from assigned cluster)is not from assigned cluster)

Merge ClustersMerge Clusters

Different names that correspond to same Different names that correspond to same 
personperson
Similarity of Clusters: distance of their Similarity of Clusters: distance of their 
meansmeans
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Merge into one clusterMerge into one cluster

ConclusionConclusion

Fairly good assignment of names to faces Fairly good assignment of names to faces 
using simple models for images, namesusing simple models for images, names
Weaknesses:Weaknesses:
-- use of RGB pixel values to discriminate use of RGB pixel values to discriminate 
between faces of different peoplebetween faces of different people
-- random assignment of faces (to one of random assignment of faces (to one of 
its extracted names) in clustering processits extracted names) in clustering process
-- no “NULL” assignmentno “NULL” assignment

FollowFollow--upup

““Who’s in the Picture?” Who’s in the Picture?” –– language model language model 
based on contextbased on context
Assign a probability to each name based Assign a probability to each name based 
on contexton context
Uses cues such as (L), (R), (C), location of Uses cues such as (L), (R), (C), location of 
the name in the caption, etc.the name in the caption, etc.
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